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Abstract

learns time dependency inside the input sequence by employing attention matrices on the input frames. The motivation
behind the self-attention mechanism is to achieve sequence
transduction in parallel by utilizing global context i.e., all the
frames. In contrast, the (bidirectional) RNN utilizes the global
context but it requires sequential iterations. Moreover, the
CNN transduces the frames in parallel but it utilizes the local
context only within its receptive fields [9].
In this paper, we address two problems with Transformer
that arose in our preliminary ASR experiments. One is slower
convergence, namely its slower increase in validation accuracy
over wall clock time, than RNN-based ASR. Transformer takes
less time per iteration, but it takes many more epochs to converge. The other is the difficulty of LM integration in joint beam
search decoding. In our preliminary experiments, the scores
provided by Transformer and LM had drastically different behaviours that make them difficult to combine.
To solve these problems, we introduce CTC joint training
and decoding to the Transformer-based ASR system. We implement CTC joint training as a multi-task learning by adding
a new branch from Transformer encoder. It can make the convergence of the S2S model faster because CTC learns to align
the speech feature and transcription explicitly [10], and thus it
can help the S2S model learn monotonic attention for ASR [4].
Moreover, we found that the joint decoding with CTC could
perform better with LM integration than the one without CTC
in our experiments.
We summarize our contributions in this paper as follows.

The state-of-the-art neural network architecture named Transformer has been used successfully for many sequence-tosequence transformation tasks. The advantage of this architecture is that it has a fast iteration speed in the training stage because there is no sequential operation as with recurrent neural
networks (RNN). However, an RNN is still the best option for
end-to-end automatic speech recognition (ASR) tasks in terms
of overall training speed (i.e., convergence) and word error rate
(WER) because of effective joint training and decoding methods. To realize a faster and more accurate ASR system, we combine Transformer and the advances in RNN-based ASR. In our
experiments, we found that the training of Transformer is slower
than that of RNN as regards the learning curve and integration
with the naive language model (LM) is difficult. To address
these problems, we integrate connectionist temporal classification (CTC) with Transformer for joint training and decoding.
This approach makes training faster than with RNNs and assists
LM integration. Our proposed ASR system realizes significant
improvements in various ASR tasks. For example, it reduced
the WERs from 11.1% to 4.5% on the Wall Street Journal and
from 16.1% to 11.6% on the TED-LIUM by introducing CTC
and LM integration into the Transformer baseline.
Index Terms: speech recognition, Transformer, connectionist
temporal classification, language model

1. Introduction

• We combine two state-of-the-art ASR techniques;
CTC/LM joint decoding [6], [11] and Transformer [7],
[9] to achieve better ASR performance.

End-to-end automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems have
received a lot of attention recently because they simplify training and decoding procedures of ASR. Indeed, they directly
learn speech-to-text mapping with purely neural network systems, while the hidden Markov model based systems need a
hand-crafted pronunciation dictionary and a complex decoding
system using a finite state transducer (FST) [1]. End-to-end
ASR has been advanced by improving sequence-to-sequence
(S2S) architectures, e.g., pyramid networks [2], [3], connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [4], convolutional neural network (CNN) encoders (i.e., VGG) [5], [6] and Transformer [7].
In addition, language model (LM) integration [2], [6] that has
been widely used for the HMM based systems [8] is still effective for end-to-end ASR.
The state-of-the-art S2S architecture named Transformer [9] transduces sequential data with its self-attention
mechanism, and this can replace the recurrent neural networks
(RNN) in previous work [2], [3]. The self-attention mechanism

• We investigate the impact of joint training and decoding
in three ASR tasks to evaluate more diverse (e.g., read
and spontaneous) and larger scale (e.g., 81, 118 and 581
hours) datasets than existing works [7], [12].
• We implement Transformer on the open ASR toolkit ESPnet [13] as a reproducible source code1 .

2. Transformer architecture
In this section, we describe our baseline implementation of
Transformer for ASR. We basically follow the configuration described in previous work [7] to measure the improvements provided by our extensions in the next section.
1 our implementation is available at the release v.0.4.0 at https:
//github.com/espnet/espnet
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FFi is the i-th two-layer feedforward network:

2.1. Overview
In our ASR framework, Transformer predicts an output sequence of character IDs Y from an input sequence of log-Mel
filterbank speech features X fbank . We can divide this Transformer architecture into two parts. One is an encoder network that converts X fbank into an intermediate sequence of
encoded features Xe . The other is a decoder network that
predicts new character Y [u + 1] given Xe and prefix characters Y [1], . . . , Y [u]. Both networks consist of attention and
feedforward network modules. A major difference between
Transformer and RNN is a self attention mechanism that transforms the sequence by employing attention matrices on the input frames instead of the recurrent connection. The remainder of this section describes these attention mechanism, encoder
and decoder. Finally, we review training and decoding to emphasize the difference with our proposed method.

FF(X[t]) = ReLU(X[t]W1ff + bff1 )W2ff + bff2 ,
att

where X[t] ∈ Rd is the t-th frame of the input sequence
att
ff
ff
att
X, W1ff ∈ Rd ×d , W2ff ∈ Rd ×d are learnable weight
ff
att
matrices, bff1 ∈ Rd , bff2 ∈ Rd are learnable bias vectors. We
refer to MHA(Xi , Xi , Xi ) in Eq. (4) as the “self attention”.
2.4. Character decoder architecture
Transformer’s decoder receives the encoded sequence Xe in Eq.
(5) and prefix sequence of character (e.g., alphabet, Japanese
character, etc) IDs Y [1 : u] = Y [1], . . . , Y [u]. Then, it predicts
their subsequent IDs Y [2 : u + 1] as follows:
E = Embed(Y [1 : u]),
Z0 = [[E[1], PE[1]]> , . . . , [E[u], PE[u]]> ],

2.2. Multi-head attention

Zj0 = Zj + MHAself
j (Zj , Zj , Zj ),

Transformer contains a dot-attention layer [14] with scaling:
 q k> 
X X
att(X q , X k , X v ) = softmax √
X v,
(1)
datt
k

att

q

0
Zj00 = Zj + MHAsrc
j (Zj , Xe , Xe ),

Zj+1 = Zj00 + FFj (Zj00 ),

att

MHA(Q, K, V ) = [H1 , H2 , . . . , Hdhead ]W head ,
Hh = att(QWhq , KWhk , V Whv ),
att

q

u

(2)

[ps2s (Y [2]|Y [1], Xe ), . . . , ps2s (Y [u + 1]|Y [1 : u], Xe )]

= softmax Zd W att + batt ,

(3)

att

are input seand Q ∈ Rn ×d
where K, V ∈ Rn ×d
q
att
is the h-th
quences for this MHA layer, Hh ∈ Rn ×d
attention layer output (h = 1, . . . , dhead ), Whq , Whk , Whv ∈
att
att
att head
×datt
Rd ×d and W head ∈ Rd d
are learnable weight
matrices and dhead is the number of attentions in this layer.

att

char

2.5. Training and decoding
In training stage, Transformer’s decoder predicts all the character frames as ps2s (Y |Xe ), where Y is a ground truth sequence
of the characters, and computes its training loss

The input speech is represented as a sequence of 80-dim logfbank
×80
Mel filterbank features X fbank ∈ Rn
, where nfbank
is the length of the input. First, we subsample X fbank to
sub
att
X sub ∈ Rn ×d by using two layer time-axis CNN with
ReLU activation, datt channels, stride size 2 and kernel size 3
in [7], where nsub is the length of the output sequence of the
CNN. Then, the Transformer’s encoder network transforms this
sub
att
input into a sequence of encoded features Xe ∈ Rn ×d for
the CTC and decoder network as follows:

Ls2s = − log ps2s (Y |Xe )

(9)

at once in parallel unlike RNN-based S2S because there is no
sequential operation. MHA(·) ignores the lower triangular part
in the attention matrix X q X k> in Eq. (1) to prevent the output
sequence from attending to subsequent positions in the query
sequence X q .
In the decoding stage, Transformer’s decoder predicts individual characters sequentially using prefix beam search like
RNN-based S2S to find the most likely hypothesis:

X0 = [[X sub [1], PE[1]]> , . . . , [X sub [nsub ], PE[nsub ]]> ],
Xi+1 = Xi0 + FFi (Xi0 ),

char

are learnable param, batt ∈ Rd
where W att ∈ Rd ×d
char
eters and d
is the number of characters.

2.3. Speech encoder architecture

Xi0 = Xi + MHAi (Xi , Xi , Xi ),

(8)

where Embed(·) is an embedding layer that transforms the sequence of the character IDs Y into a sequence of learnable vecatt
tors indexed by the IDs E ∈ Ru×d , j = 0, . . . , d is the index
of decoder layers and d is the number of decoder layers. Finally, the decoder emits the posterior probabilities of the next
character ID Y [u + 1] given its prefix IDs Y [1], . . . , Y [u] and
the encoded speech Xe :
Y
ps2s (Y |Xe ) =
ps2s (Y [u]|Y [1 : u − 1], Xe )],

where X k , X v ∈ Rn ×d and X q ∈ Rn ×d are input sequences for this attention layer, datt is the number of feature
dimensions, nq is the length of X q and nk is the length of X k
and X v . We refer to X q X k> as the “attention matrix”. Vaswani
et al. [9] considered these inputs X q , X k and X v as a query and
a set of key-value pair, respectively.
In addition, to allow the model to pay multiple attentions in
parallel, Vaswani et al. [9] extended this attention layer in Eq.
(1) to multi-head attention (MHA):

k

(7)

(4)

Ŷ = arg max∗ log ps2s (Y |Xe ),
Y ∈Y

(5)

(10)

where Y ∗ is a set of output hypotheses.

where i = 0, . . . , e is the index of encoder layers, e is the number of encoder layers, PE is sinusoidal positional encoding [9]:
(
t
sin
if t is even,
att
10000t/d
PE[t] =
(6)
t
cos
if t is odd.
t/datt

3. Joint training and decoding
In this section, we explain our extensions to the baseline Transformer described in the previous section.

10000
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ever, there have already been better reports of a faster training
time of 5 hours using RNN-based S2S [13] and a lower WER
of 5.1% using RNN-based CTC and LM [6]. In fairness to
the Transformer-based systems, on WSJ [7] and HKUST [12],
they achieved a lower character error rate (CER) or WER than
the RNN-based systems without CTC and LM [6]. Therefore,
we focus on the combination of Transformer, CTC and LM to
achieve faster training and higher recognition performance.

3.1. Connectionist temporal classification
CTC explicitly learns the monotonic alignment between the
speech feature and character transcription. CTC joint training
helps the S2S’s attention to be monotonic, which is reasonable
for an ASR task. Thus it results in faster convergence [4]. Similarly, we introduce a new CTC branch from Transformer encoder output Xe in addition to the decoder branch.
First, the CTC layer receives the output sequence of the
encoder Xe . It then computes the probability pctc (Y |Xe ) over
an arbitrary alignment π between Xe and Y , where π[t] is a
character ID aligned to the t-th frame in Xe as follows:
C = softmax(Xe W

ctc

+b

ctc

),

5. Experiment
5.1. Tasks
Except for the Transformer architecture and its hyperparameters, our experiments are based on existing recipes in the endto-end speech processing toolkit ESPnet [13]2 . In other words,
we set almost all the configurations so that they were the best
for the RNN-based model using a VGG-like encoder [6], which
is the default architecture in ESPnet. In this section, we refer to
that baseline as “RNN”.
We chose three different ASR tasks for evaluation. For the
first task, we used the WSJ corpus as a read English ASR task,
because it has been widely used for the evaluation of previous end-to-end ASR systems. For the second task, we adopted
TED-LIUM release 2 [17], which contains 135 hours of TED
talks, as a spontaneous English speech task. For the third task,
we used the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ) [18], which
contains 581 hours of Japanese lectures, because we are also
interested in ASR for non-English languages. Unlike the English tasks, the CSJ recipe does not learn word boundary (i.e.,
space symbol) because Japanese word boundaries are ambiguous. Therefore, we only evaluate CER on the CSJ.

(11)

sub

p(B(π) = Y |Xe ) =

nY

C[t, π[t]],

(12)

p(B(π) = Y |Xe ),

(13)

t=1

X

pctc (Y |Xe ) =

π 0 ∈B−1 (Y )
att

char

char

where W ctc ∈ Rd ×d
, bctc ∈ Rd
are learnable paramnsub ×dchar
eters, C ∈ R
is CTC’s output and C[t, π[t]] is the
probability of the alignment between the output character π[t]
and the t-th frame in XE . The many-to-one mapping B(π) removes redundant symbols from the alignment π, for example,
B(aaφb) = ab, where φ is a blank symbol, one-to-many mapping B− 1 projects a string into a set of strings with redundant
symbols: B−1 (Y ) = {π|Y = B(π)} .
In the training stage, we adopt multi-task loss [4], which
combines the negative log probability from S2S and CTC:
Lmtl = −αLs2s − (1 − α) log pctc (Y |Xe ),

(14)
5.2. Training and decoding setup

where α is a hyperparameter. We use efficient dynamic programming in [10] to compute the CTC term pctc (Y |Xe ).

As suggested in [7], we used the configuration named “big
model” for Transformer (datt = 256, dff = 2048, dhead =
4, e = 12, d = 6). We initialized Transformer’s weights by using the LeCun Uniform method [19] instead of He Uniform [20]
used in the original implementation [21]. The training stage
of Transformer runs stochastic gradient descent (SGD) over a
training set with the Adam update rule [22] using square root
learning rate scheduling [9] (25000 warmup steps, 64 minibatch size and 100 epochs). The multi-task loss weight was
α = 0.3 for the CTC joint training. We also applied three
regularization methods; 10% dropout on every attention matrix X q X k> and weight in FF(·), layer normalization [23] before every MHA(·) and FF(·), and label smoothing [24] with
a penalty of 0.1 because training without these regularization
methods always overfits to the training set. All the hyperparameters are same for all the corpora except for the tunable scalar
k in [7] (10.0 for WSJ and 1.0 for others). Our Transformer
training always runs 100 epochs over the training set and it
does not use an early stopping strategy with a validation set.
Finally, the decoding stage runs in the same way as RNN-based
S2S using the word-level LM [16] for the WSJ and TED-LIUM
corpora, and character-level LM [6] for the CSJ corpus. The
LM consists of two long short-term memory layers with 1024
units. We trained the LMs on external text only datasets for
WSJ and TED-LIUM, while the LM for CSJ learned the same
transcriptions for ASR training. The decoding hyperparameters
λ, γ were searched over the development sets for each corpus.

3.2. Joint decoding with CTC and LM
CTC has an ASR ability in Eq. (13), and so we can exploit its
prediction during decoding. We followed the common joint decoding approach [15], [16], which simply takes the sum of log
probabilities from the models as follows:
Ŷ = arg max∗ {λ log ps2s (Y |Xe ) + (1 − λ) log pctc (Y |Xe )
Y ∈Y

+ γ log plm (Y )},

(15)

where plm (Y ) is the LM probability of Y , λ and γ are hyperparameters named “CTC weight” and “LM weight”, respectively. Our implementation is based on [16], which computes
arg max∗ over a prefix tree by employing on-the-fly scoring.
Y ∈Y

4. Related work
There has been previous work on joint decoding in end-to-end
ASR systems. Early systems have already performed joint decoding with the FST based LM [2], [3]. Recent advances in
joint decoding include joint decoding methods for CTC and
char/word-level RNN-based LM [16]. These state-of-the-art
systems have still been implemented on RNN-based S2S. Recently, Dong et al. [7] reported a fast training time of 1.2 days
and a low word error rate (WER) of 10.9% obtained by using
Transformer on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus. How-
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Table 1: WSJ results
eval92
CER
WER

6.4
7.7
4.0

8.9
8.4
20.8
9.0

4.7
5.8
2.8

10.9
5.9
5.1
16.7
6.0

Our Transformer
+CTC train
+CTC decode
+CTC/LM decode

6.9
5.1
4.7
3.4

14.3
14.2
13.8
7.7

4.1
3.4
3.2
1.9

11.1
10.6
10.2
4.5

Table 2: TED-LIUM release 2 results
System

10.8

19.8

10.1

18.6

Our Transformer
+CTC train
+CTC decode
+CTC/LM decode

16.6
13.7
7.4
6.6

24.6
20.9
15.8
13.1

8.7
8.8
6.5
6.0

16.1
15.5
14.2
11.6

0.6

Transformer+CTC (acc: 0.9680)
Transformer (acc: 0.9675)

0.4

RNN+CTC (acc: 0.9487)
2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

12000

14000

elapsed time (second)

Figure 1: Validation accuracy on WSJ dev93 over time. Each
data point corresponds to the end of each epoch.
with CTC
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
140

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

test
CER
WER

RNN+CTC/LM decode [26]

0.8

0

output

Transformer [7]
Self-attention CTC+LM [25]
RNN+CTC/LM decode [16]
Our RNN
+CTC/LM decode

dev
CER
WER

valid accuracy

dev93
CER
WER

0
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200

250

300

without CTC

output

System

1.0

0
20
40
60
80
100
120
140

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

input

Figure 2: Attention plots between the encoded input speech and
last decoder output for a WSJ 4k0c301 provided by Transformer
with CTC (top) and without CTC (bottom) at the fifth epoch.

System
RNN [6]
+CTC/LM decode [6]
Our Transformer
+CTC train
+CTC decode
+CTC/LM decode

dev
CER

eval1
CER

eval2
CER

eval3
CER

-

11.4
7.9

7.9
5.8

9.0
6.7

6.0
5.9
5.8
5.5

7.7
7.3
7.1
6.5

5.8
5.0
4.9
4.5

5.9
5.8
5.6
5.2

log probability

Table 3: CSJ results. As there is no official development set, we
denote the first 4000 utterances in the training set as “dev”.

0
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S2S
CTC
LM

−75
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30
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50

60

70

80

hypothesis length

Figure 3: Relationships between hypothesis log probability and
length for each model.

5.3. Character and word error rates
Tables 1, 2 and 3 show character and word error rates in the
WSJ, TED-LIUM release 2 and CSJ corpora, respectively. Our
reimplementation of Transformer results in a similar WER to
that in a previous study [7] on the WSJ in Table 1. As seen in
Tables 1, 2 and 3, our extensions on Transformer labeled “CTC
train”, “CTC decode” and “CTC/LM decode” gradually reduce
both the CER and WER on all the corpora.

Table 4: Transformer WERs on WSJ dev93.

CTC λ

0.0
0.1
0.3
0.5

0.0

0.01

LM γ
0.1

1.0

10.0

14.2
13.7
14.4
15.7

69.9
13.6
14.2
15.5

83.4
12.3
12.8
13.5

93.3
7.8
7.7
8.5

95.2
86.3
74.0
56.9

5.4. Training
Figure 1 shows the validation accuracy over time for Transformer with or without CTC, and RNN with CTC labeled
“Transformer+CTC“, “Transformer” and ‘RNN+CTC‘, respectively. We trained every model on the GTX1080ti. We can see
that CTC joint training makes Transformer’s convergence faster
than the baseline RNN+CTC, while Transformer without CTC
appears to converge more slowly in our experiment.
Figure 2 shows attention plots at fifth epoch between the encoded input speech and last decoder’s output inside Transformer
trained with and without CTC, respectively. According to [4],
CTC can encourage monotonic alignment between the speech
and transcription. Therefore, the attention at an early epoch
with CTC appears more monotonic than that without CTC in
Figure 2. This is why our Transformer+CTC converged faster.

Transformer-based system for each CTC and LM joint decoding
weight. Figure 3 shows the relationships between log probabilities and the length of the decoded hypothesis for each score in
Transformer-based system.
In Table 4, we found that CTC joint decoding greatly reduces the WER in LM integration, while it appears difficult
to integrate with LM without CTC. As seen in Figure 3, the
log probability of Transformer’s two outputs labeled “S2S” and
“CTC” are obviously higher than LM’s log probability and robust to the change of length. Because of this, the decoded hypotheses with LM without CTC tend to be shorter and result in
worse WERs at an CTC weight of 0.0 in Table 4.

5.5. Decoding

We proposed a novel ASR system that combines Transformer
with CTC and LM. Our experiments resulted in a large reduction in CER/WER on diverse ASR tasks. In addition, it shows
that Transformer with CTC joint training could converge faster
to a better validation accuracy than an RNN-based system.

6. Conclusions

Table 4 summarizes WERs on the WSJ dev93 set of the
2 We developed our baseline systems on ESPnet version 0.3.0. It was
the latest release at the time of our experiments.
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